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"How I'm making an extra 
$5,000 a week from FREE 
home buying workshops."

We've done different buyer magnets seminars/workshops before
- Auction for houses and send buyers to mortgage person
- Home giveaways to generate leads for mortgage folks as well
- Process is always the same get MANY buyers and then mortgage/realtor to work

This is NOT just marketing: what will you go over at the workshop?
- This will be for buyers to get pre-approved better and educated on loans
- Future buyers will be given helpful resources, current buyers get market info
- Aside from pre-approvals you also build your VIP list of Early Bird Buyers and 77s

Why is this so important RIGHT NOW...?
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Tom Rath, Are You Fully Charged?:
“You create meaning when your strengths and interests meet the needs of the world. Knowing 
your talents and passions is critical, but that is only half of this supply-and-demand equation. 
What may be even more important is understanding what the world needs from you and how 
you can productively apply your strengths and interests...

One of the rightful critiques of all the ‘follow your passion’ advice is that it presumes that you 
are the center of the world, and pursuing your own joy is the objective of life. Those who make 
a profound difference, in contrast, begin by asking what they can give. Starting with this 
question allows you to direct your talents toward what matters most for others.”

What do people need right now?  (and later)
- Training to make better real estate decisions 
- General wealth building vehicles
- 77s need more business
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"We suffer much more in 
our imagination than in
reality."  

- Seneca
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Two Ways to Do These Workshops (can be done remotely)
- YOU market and host them yourself
- You have your TEAM Service the buyers 

Five ways for you to make money from these:
- You get paid per application and/or per approved application (person)
- You get paid on other services like rent, credit repair, banking/cards, etc.
- You also do lease option deals with the buyers and work with investors/agents
- You get paid for helping to move specific houses for an agent or investors deal
- You get the full L/A Model running and the workshop feeds the C-Sources weekly
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14 Ways to Market These at NO Cost 

- Wedding planners                         - Bad credit lenders
- Car dealers and bad credits          - Apartment complexes
- Property managers                        - Day care Providers
- Schools and universities               - Realtors and brokers
- Financial planners and brokers    - Buyers list from previous marketing
- Stock brokers                                - HOAs and condo associations
- Interior designers                         - New home builders
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Self Serve Texts - Build your 77s do the GXMs (A-Piling)

I'm wanting to do a "Home Buyer Workshop" what would be a good syllabus or 
course outline for the day? 

I'm experimenting organizing a buyers workshop, need a good mortgage person to 
do the event and work with potential buyers, thoughts?  Thanks!

What business has clients that would want to come to a home buying workshop?  
What should I say to them?

Who else would be a good business to target that has clients that would want to 
attend a buyers workshop?

Who would have the best ideas on what to go over at the "Home Buying Workshop?
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So that's how to set this up: quick review:
- We went over the two ways to do these workshops (remotely)
- We went over FIVE ways to make 3-5k/week from the workshops
- We also went over 14 different ways to market the the workshops for FREE
- We also went over the exact texts/emails to set this up and get it running NOW
- We also went over the process from GXM to full Model, the whole process from A-Z
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Don't be an LC - You really CAN do this...
Keep your thoughts HIGH and take the baby steps I went over
You'll be amazed at how easy this can be and the difference you can make
Remember that when you CONTROL THOUGHTS you can be the Hero you are 

"How I'm making an extra 
$5,000 a week from FREE 
home buying workshops."


